The effects of excess degree-hours on mortality in Guangzhou, China.
Prior studies that examined the association between temperature and mortality relied on mean temperature, maximum temperature, minimum temperature, humidex, and daily temperature variability, not accounting for variations in hourly temperature throughout the day. We proposed an indicator, excess degree-hours, to examine the association between temperature and mortality. A distributed lag non-linear model (DLNM) was used to determine the hot (27.8 °C) and cold (24.3 °C) threshold. Hourly temperature in Guangzhou, China were summarized with extreme heat expressed as sum of degree-hours >27.8 °C and extreme cold as sum of degree-hours <24.3 °C within one day from January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2015. We then estimated the associations of daily mortality with hot and cold degree-hours in both hot and cold season. We also calculated the mortality burden of excess degree-hours. An interquartile range (IQR) increase of hot degree-hours was associated with 2.11% (95% confidence interval [95% CI]: 1.25%, 2.98%), 3.74% (95% CI: 0.71%, 6.86%), and 2.63% (95% CI: 0.70%, 4.59%) increments in non-injury related death, respiratory mortality, and cardiovascular mortality, respectively. While the corresponding excess risk for an IQR increase of cold degree-hours was 2.42% (95% CI: 1.97%, 2.88%), 3.16% (95% CI: 2.57%, 3.76%), and 2.93% (95% CI: 1.98%, 3.88%). The estimated mortality burdens for hot and cold degree-hours were 1366,2465, respectively. The excess degree-hours reduced to a single indication in duration and intensity is an approach and shows a different perspective and significant extreme weather effects on human health.